Welcome! unGuided allows you to take tours independently of any tour guide, discover points of interest around you that people have told stories about, and create your own tours—about any place that you are passionate.

MAIN NAVIGATION BAR

Tap to choose between “Discover,” “Take Tour,” and “Create.”

TAKE TOUR

- Tap one of the tours in list (NOTE: only the first is active now)
  - Scroll down to see reviews
  - Click “Let’s Go” to start a tour
- During a tour
  - Scroll through the list to see how the points of interest in the tour are ordered
  - Click the play/pause button to play/pause audio tour playback
- Click info button for more information about the point of interest
  - Click X button to close out of information window
- Back on the tour navigation screen, click the navigator button (the double-circle between points) to show the map navigation feature
- Tap a card to the side of the screen to see information about nearby points of interest
  - Click “+” button to add it to the tour at your current position
- When the tour finishes, tap to either take another tour or “discover,” which loads a mosaic of nearby points of interest that you might have missed on the tour

DISCOVER

- Click map button
  - NOTE: In full implementation, you can click on nearby points. The fully functioning application shows the 10 points of interest with the greatest number of tours attached.
- Tap anywhere to go back
- Tap on any point of interest nearby (in our prototype, only on the screen; MemChu on the left is currently the only active tile)
- Tap info button for more information about the points of interest
- Scroll through to show an image of the point of interest and information about it
- In Discover, you can listen to multiple perspectives about a place
  - Click on the play button to hear a perspective (perspectives are not yet implemented)
CREATE

The create function is limited in prototype form and is best followed in a linear manner to demonstrate its functionality:

- Tap title to add a title to your tour (it will be added for you in the prototype)
- Tap the map to add a point of interest’s location to your tour (the map is hardcoded)
- Tap the microphone button to record something about a point of interest
  - Tap plus button to show other media options and minus button to hide them again
  - Includes hard-coded transcription of what is being recorded and a timer of how long you’re recording
  - Tap the stop button to finish recording your snippet
- Tap the checkmark to finish your recording for the point
- Tap title to change the title of the point of interest
- Tap add point to place an additional point of interest on your tour
- Tap publish to finish your tour
- Tap a privacy option to note your share options: Self, friends, or global